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GFL SDK 

What's New in the?

GFL SDK provides easy-to-use functions for graphic file manipulation. It supports PPM, YUV, RAW and so on. It supports multi-threading via GDI and OpenGL. . How to build: 1. In Project->Settings->Code Generation->GFL 2. set the the following to "glsl" 3. "Enable OpenGL 2.0" must be checked 4. When compiled the project, the
project may be'slow'. License: This project is provided as "freeware" and should be used for private, non-commercial and educational use. It includes: - Standard Windows user license - Source Code - Demo scene - Documentation LICENSE This program is freeware. It is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Dedication This project was made by Sam Wang and Vincent Chen -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- DETAILED NOTICE This product may include in its file of the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., other than the below copyright notices or other legal notice, identification of the project name, version and authors may contain some of the copyright notices in this program. These notices and the entire contents of this file are included in the OpenGL Public License, Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file
except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific
language governing permissions and limitations under the License. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- GFL SDK Library: GFL SDK is a graphics file manipulation library. It supports the following file formats: * Bitmap * PPM * YUV * RAW * PNG * JPEG * BMP * XnView > bitmap
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System Requirements:

● NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 560 (2 GB VRAM) OR AMD Radeon HD 6670 (2 GB VRAM) ● Intel® Core i3-530 (2.93 GHz, 3.20 GHz Turbo) Intel® Core i3-440 (2.93 GHz, 3.20 GHz Turbo) Intel® Core i5-530 ● NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 460 (2 GB VR
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